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Abstract: Nuclear reaction mechanisms for systems characterized by very different

asymmetries (U+C, Si, Ni, Au) have been investigated at 24.3 MeV/nucleon, using as

observables both the fission products and the neutron multiplicity. It is clearly observed

that the fusion process -whatever its completeness- can only occur with rather light target

nuclei, indicating the persistence of potential energy effects much above the interaction

barrier.
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It is well established that the fission process can provide interesting information

on the primary products following a nucleus-nucleus interaction and thus shed light on

the dynamics of the collision*). The transfer of linear momentum to the fissioning

nucleus is usually inferred from the folding angle distribution of the fission fragments 1).

Similarly, for the fissioning nucleus, the transfer of orbital angular momentum into

intrinsic spin can be deduced from the out-of-the-reaction-plane distribution of the fission

fragments^). As for the dissipated energy, attempts have been made to deduce its value

from either a measurement of a mass deficit^) of the fragments or from momentum

transfer using a simple model scaling energy deposition on mass transfer or momentum

transfer^). The assumptions underlying the latter model have been essentially verified at

low bombarding energy with light projectiles^). But it is also known from studies of 10

MeV/nucleon Ar reactions on Th^) that two types of reactions -incomplete fusion and

deep inelastic collisions- often compete for large projectile masses, giving quite different

folding angle responses with a similar energy damping. This shows that the derivation of

excitation energy from fission data can not rely on oversimplified models. Clearly the

interpretation of most published fission data following nucleus-nucleus collisions needs

to be revised and better insight into the dynamics can be obtained by performing very

sensitive and exclusive experiments in which observables in addition to fission are also

registered. Four targets of very different masses -C, Si, Ni and Au- have been selected in

order to carefully investigate the crucial role of mass-asymmetry degree of freedom in the

entrance channel on the reaction mechanism. The use of reverse kinematics facilitates the

investigation: by utilizing the very same experimental set-up for all targets the data can be

readily compared with a minimum experimental bias.

As shown elsewhere^) the neutron multiplicity provides a very valuable piece of

information usable for a selection on the violence of the collision. In addition, for heavy

systems such as those involved in the present experiment, neutron evaporation

owerwhelms charged particle evaporation in such a way that the neutron multiplicity, Mn,

provides a reliable excitation energy scaled. For this purpose the 4n neutron detector



ORION II -a gadolinium loaded, liquid scintillator detector of high efficiency-^) was

utilized to study fission as a function of the associated neutron multiplicity. Advantage

was also taken of the reverse kinematics in order to facilitate the detection of coincident

fragments in a restricted phase space and to gain high sensitivity in Z identification of the

fragments 10). An annular telescope centered on the beam axis and made of 3 strip

detectors (3" in diameter and 150n.m, 500p.m and 4000|im thick respectively) provided

information on kinetic energy, Z and location of the fission fragments. Indeed, the front

detector made of circular strips provided the polar angle whereas the 2nd and 3rd

detectors with radial strips gave the azimuthal angle. The distance between telescope and

target was adjustable and measurements were performed for 3 different positions (only 2

for the Au target). The variance of the measured charge for fragments close to Z=38 -the

most probable light nucleus in the fission of cold U- was 0.4 Z unit. In the present letter

the emphasis is put on the new information which has been obtained with regards to the

binary fission process from a selection on associated neutron multiplicity. It is shown

that, provided very sensitive measurements of the two coincident fragments are

performed, one can gain new insights in the nucleus-nucleus interaction preceding fission

as a function of the violence of the collision.

As often in fission studies, the Z distribution on its own provides a valuable piece

of information. Fig.l-a shows contour plots expressing the distribution of events

measured in a broad angular domain as a function of the Z of a single detected nucleus

and associated neutron multiplicity, for the four considered targets. The neutron

multiplicities are uncorrected for detection efficiency (85% for 2.5 MeV neutrons from

the Californium source, decreasing however for increasing neutron energy)?. For very

asymmetric systems such as U+C or U+Si the measured neutrons are essentially those of

the fissioning nucleus and of its daughter fission fragments. For system such as U+Ni

and a fortiori U+Au they include the neutrons issued from the complementary target-like

nuclei as well. Thus the neutron multiplicity measured as a whole appears more as an

observable of the total dissipated energy than of the heat of the nucleus detected in



coincidence for systems approaching symmetry. For all targets the measured Z

distributions are strongly dominated by fission fragments of U-like nuclei. For low

neutron multiplicities it is remarkable to observe the double humped pattern peaked at

Z=38 and Z=54, as well known for thermal fission of 234-236|jl 1). This demonstrates

that the neutron multiplicity-meter is a very selective tool. Then, with increasing Mn, the

doubly humped structure progressively vanishes to give way to a single peaked

distribution reminiscent of fission of nuclei brought at higher and higher excitation

energy12). Two other features, relative to heavy target measurements, are worth

mentioning. Firstly, heavy projectile-like residues are detected at small and moderate

neutron multiplicities and close to the grazing angle. This shows nothing but the strong

competition between binary fission and formation of heavy residues based on pure phase

space considerations. In addition and as shown elsewhere 13), the fission phenomenon

being a slow process as compared to particle evaporation, fission can be bypassed due to

a rapid evaporation chain cooling down the nucleus before the collective motion towards

fission can develop. An experimental artifact is worth noticing in Fig. 1-a: a long tail of

events with any neutron multiplicity and Z=92 is due to pile-up events between elastic

scattering and any kind of nuclear reaction.

The second interesting aspect worth stressing is related to the first and second

moments of the Z distributions as a function of neutron multiplicity. For all targets it is

shown that, for a wide domain of low Mn and for the bulk of the cross section, the

centroid of the Z distribution remains centered very close to Z=46, i.e. half of the Z of the

projectile. At the same time the Z distributions are quite symmetric with respect to the

centroid. This indicates that for peripheral collisions the fissioning nuclei neither gain nor

loose many nucleons in their interaction with the target nucleus. This is confirmed in

Fig.l-b where the total Z (ZTOT) of two fragments measured in coincidence, has been

plotted as a function of Mn: within a few Z units it is essentially the Z of the projectile

nucleus which is measured, as expected for peripheral collisions. However a closer look

at the data for large Mn values and for the two lighter target nuclei reveals a definite gain



in Z with respect to the projectile Z. This is indicative of partial fusion with the target

nucleus. This fusion becomes more and more complete as Mn increases. With the C and

Si targets fusion can be complete or nearly complete for neutron multiplicities in the tail of

the distribution. On the contrary for the more massive Ni and Au targets there is no sign

of such gains of charges by the projectile nucleus at the expense of the target one: When

nuclei with ZTOT>92 are seen, they rather appear as the result of fluctuations with an

equivalent counterpart of nuclei with ZTOT<92. These features are reminiscent of what

had been observed long ago at lower bombarding energies where the evolution of the di-

nuclear system at contact depends very strongly upon the potential energy landcape as a

function of mass asymmetry and angular momentum^). For very asymmetric systems

such as U+C or U+Si, the potential energy surface is very steep at the injection point and

the driving force leads these systems towards even more asymmetric configurations i.e.

towards fusion. On the contrary for less asymmetric systems the potential energy surface

is so flat that there is hardly any driving force which would move the system towards a

different asymmetry. All these data clearly show that the very simple massive transfer or

incomplete fusion model that has been often used to infer excitation energies from

momentum transfer data^-4) is all the more irrelevant as the mass asymmetry in the

entrance channel of the considered system is small. For large Mn values and

superimposed with the previously described events, one can notice, both in the single

detection mode (Fig.l-a) and in the binary detection mode (Fig.l-b), a distinct category

of events which takes over progressively as Mn increases. There is a drift both in the

single Z (Fig.l-a) and in the total ZTOT (Fig.l-b) distributions towards much lower

values than those shown at low Mn. These features reveal that binary fission of the

projectile-like nucleus might not be any more the unique decay mode and that more than

two massive fragments can be emitted. Such events appear in Fig.l-b as two-fold events

simply because the other fragment(s) was(were) missed due to the limited acceptance of

the annular detection system.



The already noticed difference of behaviour between fission following interaction

with a light or heavy target nucleus is also well shown in Fig.l-c where the velocity of

the fissioning nucleus has been reconstructed from the characteristics of each coincident

fragment (emission angle, kinetic energy and Z). The masses that are necessary to infer

the velocity vectors were event-by-event determined using both the Z and associated

neutron multiplicity information. Two distinct patterns as a function of neutron

multiplicity and velocity of the fissioning nucleus normalized to the beam velocity are

clearly exhibited depending on the mass asymmetry in the entrance channel. For light

targets (C and Si) two well separated types of events are shown corresponding to

peripheral and more central collisions respectively. The first one is characterized by both

a small Mn and almost no momentum transfer: this is essentially cold fission of U. The

second family of events stems from much more violent collisions leading to fusion as

shown before and characterized by higher Mn and a sizeable slowing down of the

fissioning nuclei. These double humped distributions are reminiscent of what is usually

shown as a function of fission fragment folding angle in experiments performed in direct

kinematics i.e. when the projectile is lighter than the target. The velocities observed at the

peaks of the distributions of Fig.lc for C and Si targets lead to momentum transfers in

reasonable agreement with the systematics. It is worth stressing that the association of

kinematical measurements and neutron multiplicity measurements allows for a much

better distinction between different kinds of events that the sole kinematical approach

would do. For heavier targets such as Ni and Au, the two well separated families of

events existing for C and Si do not exist any more giving way to a continuous

distribution of events decreasing in number for smaller velocities and higher Mn. This

pattern, together with the ZTOT value close to 92 associated to these events clearly rules

out the incomplete fusion process as the origin of energy dissipation and linear

momentum transfer, in contradiction with what has been assumed in previous studies for

systems of similar characteristics-*-^). As it has been mentioned before, the potential

energy surface for moderately asymmetric entrance channels does not display a sufficient

driving force for fusion -even incomplete- to take place. Instead, energy dissipation and



momentum transfer proceed through particle exchange back and forth without any net

gain of nucleons by heavy interacting nuclei!6-17X

The scattering angle (THSCAT) of the fissioning nucleus offers interesting

information on the collision dynamics as a function of the violence of the collision^).

With the high angular resolution provided by the strip detectors (about 0.4 deg.),

excellent reconstruction can be achieved of the emission angle of the fissioning nucleus

from the characteristics of the two fission fragments (Fig.Id). This is best seen when

exploiting the neutron multiplicity data in addition. Grazing collisions can be selected by

requiring a low value of the latter. It can thus be checked that angles of 0.7,1.2,2.6 and

6.8 degrees for C, Si, Ni and Au targets respectively are the most favoured in good

agreement with the quarter point values computed for the corresponding systems^). The

additional component at angles close to zero degree, readily observed as a separate

contribution for the Au target, is associated with events of ZTOT slightly larger than 92,

proving that it is due to reactions on impurities with low Z. Most interesting is the

evolution of the scattering angle of the fissioning nucleus with the neutron multiplicity.

This can be best surveyed on the heaviest target when the grazing angle is the largest. The

ridge of the distribution remains located at a constant angle, close to the grazing angle, up

to Mn=20, before bending more and more towards the beam direction when Mn increases

further. Since Mn is a reliable observable on the impact parameter, one gains through the

correlation THSCAT-Mn an interesting piece of information on the dynamics of such

very heavy ion collisions as a function of impact parameter. Qualitatively, the opposite

effects of Coulomb and Nuclear forces are shown to somewhat balance each other in the

region of peripheral collisions as shown elsewhere for a very similar system^), whereas

the attractive influence of the nuclear forces prevails at smaller impact parameters.

Dynamical calculations, based on the Landau-Vlasov equation and performed on a very

similar system (29MeV/nucleon Pb on Au^), exhibit the features similar to those

observed in the present experiment For the impact parameters from 14fm down to lOfm,

the projectile-like nucleus is always scattered close to the grazing angle and then, for



inner impact parameters, a more and more pronounced orbiting effect shows up. There is

thus satisfactory agreement, at least on a qualitative level, between experiment and model

calculation. For the lighter targets, a similar trend is observed.

There are also in the data of Fig.l-d some second order effects which give clues

on possible Coulomb induced fission. This is observed in the interaction of U with Au

where the Coulomb field is much more intense than for the other studied systems. The

level contours at low neutron multiplicity (Mn<5) show a definite tail towards angles

much smaller than the grazing angle and without counterpart at angles larger than the

grazing angle. Clearly the small angle tail does not arise simply from experimental

artifacts. It indicates the presence of rather cold fission events occuring at large impact

parameters (for sake of illustration U nuclei deflected at 3-4 deg. would have a minimum

distance of approach with the Au target nucleus of about 32fm i.e. twice as much the

relative distance of these nuclei brought into contact). This component exhibits the

properties expected after a pure electromagnetic excitation. Indeed the involved energies

are weak (at most 13 or 10 MeV if the DGR or QGR modes are excited)^!) and should

lead to a rather limited number of neutrons, taking into account those neutrons generated

by the fission process itself and ORION detection efficiency. This is in qualitative

agreement with what is observed. It can also be noted that with lighter targets like Ni a

component for electromagnetic-like fission does not show up. This is indeed expected

considering the much weaker Coulomb field. It is known that electromagnetic-induced

fission, at this low bombarding energy, remains marginal as compared to nuclear-induced

processes^). Better statistics would be required in order to investigate further this

process. Here this component was mentioned only to stress that, in absence of correlated

neutron multiplicity data, such events would have been simply left unnoticed and that the

neutron filter appears to be quite a necesserary tool for further dedicated studies.

In summary, comprehensive fission measurements following interaction of

nuclei with different target mass nuclei ( ^C , 28si, 58jsji, 197Au) have been performed
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for the first time as a function of impact parameter (through associated neutron

multiplicity measurements). It has been shown that the reaction mechanism preceding

fission is very sensitive to impact parameter as shown in previous studies but depends

also very strongly upon the mass asymmetry in the entrance channel. The difference

between fusion-like events (sometimes called massive transfer events) for highly

assymetric systems and strongly damped collisions without net mass transfer for more

symmetric systems appears to be strongly related to the injection point in the potential

energy surface of the system as a function of mass asymmetry, as it was observed at

incident energies much closer to the barrier. Clearly, for systems with mass asymmetries

similar or smaller than the one of the U+Ni system dissipation cannot be viewed as the

result of a simple capture process. This casts strong doubts on the conclusions that have

been derived from early fission measurements on systems such as Ni or Kr+Th3-4 or

Kr+Au 22). Finally, deflection function measurements coupled with neutron multiplicity

measurements appear very useful for studying the dynamics of the collisions and are

quite necessary in order to isolate electromagnetic fission in very heavy ion-induced

collisions.
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Figure caption:

Fig 1: Distribution of fission events for the four targets as a function of neutron

multiplicity and of: a) ZFRAG (Z of one detected fragment), b) ZTOT (total Z of two

correlated fragments), c) VS/VB (the recoil velocity of the fissioning nucleus normalized

on beam velocity) and d) THSCAT (the scattering angle of the fissioning nucleus). The

different yields are shown in a logarithmic scale when expressed as a function of ZFRAG

(factor of 2 between consecutive levels) and in a linear scale when expressed as a

function of ZTOT, VS/VB and THSCAT.

1-a) ZFRAG: Integration as been performed in the angular ranges of: 0.7-20.0 deg., 1.5-

20.0 deg., 2.5-20.0 deg., 4.0-20.0 deg. for the C, Si, Ni, Au measurements

respectively.

1-b) ZTOT: measured in the angular ranges 1.0-20.0 deg. for C, Si, Ni and 4.0-20.0

deg. for Au).

1-c) VS/VB: Only events with ZTOT>80 are shown for Ni and Au targets in order to

select mostly true binary fission events.

1-d) THSCAT: Same condition as for 1-c on ZTOT for Ni, Au targets.
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